
Dominant systemsfor multisale reation networksA. N. GorbanCorresponding author: University of Leiester, UKag153�le.a.ukO. RadulesuIRMAR, UMR 6625, University of Rennes 1, Franeovidiu.radulesu�univ-rennes1.frWe propose a systemati treatment of model redution of multisale reationnetworks. First, we onsider linear kineti models, whih appear as \pseudo-monomoleular" subsystems of multisale nonlinear reation networks. For suhlinear models, we propose a redution algorithm whih is based on a generalizedtheory of the limiting step developed by Gorban & Radulesu (2008).For any ordering of reation rate onstants we look for the dominant kinetisystem. The dominant system is, by de�nition, the system that gives us themain asymptoti terms of the stationary state and relaxation in the limit forwell separated rate onstants. In this limit any two onstants are onneted bythe relation � or �.The topology of dominant systems is rather simple; they are those networkswhih are graphs of disrete dynamial systems on the set of verties. In suhgraphs eah vertex has no more than one outgoing reation. This allows us toonstrut the expliit asymptotis of eigenvetors and eigenvalues. In the limitof well separated onstants, the oordinates of eigenvetors for dominant systemsan take only three values: �1 or 0. All algorithms are represented topologiallyby transformation of the graph of reation (labeled by reation rate onstants).We all these transformations \yles surgery", beause the main operationsare gluing yles and utting yles in graphs of auxiliary disrete dynamialsystems.In the simplest ase, the dominant system is determined by the ordering ofonstants. But for suÆiently omplex systems we need to introdue auxiliaryelementary reations. They appear after yle gluing and have monomial rateonstants of the form k& = Qi k&ii . The dominant system depends on the plaeof these monomial values among the ordered onstants.Constrution of the dominant system lari�es the notion of limiting steps forrelaxation. There is an exponential relaxation proess that lasts muh longerthan the others. This is the slowest relaxation and it is ontrolled by one reationin the dominant system, the limiting step. The limiting step for relaxation isnot the slowest reation, or the seond slowest reation of the whole network,but the slowest reation of the dominant system. That limiting step onstantis not neessarily a reation rate onstant for the initial system, but an be



represented by a monomial of suh onstants as well.The idea of dominant subsystems in asymptoti analysis was proposed byNewton and developed by Kruskal (1963). In our analysis we do not use thepowers of small parameters but operate diretly with the rate onstants ordering.To develop the idea of systems with well separated onstants to the state ofa mathematial notion, we introdue multisale ensembles of onstant tuples.This notion allows us to disuss rigorously uniform distributions on in�nite spaeand gives the answers to a question: what does it mean \to pik a multisalesystem at random".Some of results obtained are rather surprising and unexpeted. First of allis the zero-one asymptoti of eigenvetors. Then, the good approximation toeigenvetors does not give approximate eigenvetors (the inverse situation ismore ommon: an approximate eigenvetor ould be far from the eigenvetor).The almost exat lumping analysis provided by the zero-one approximation ofeigenvetors has an unexpeted property: the lumped groups for di�erent eigen-values an interset (ompare to the lassial results of approximate lumpinganalysis by Kuo & Wei (1969)). Rather unexpeted seems the hange of rea-tion sequene when we onstrut the dominant systems. And, of ourse, it wassurprising to observe how the dynamis of linear multisale networks transformsinto the dynamis on �nite sets of reagent names.In this work, in addition to our previous researh (Gorban & Radulesu(2008)) we� Construt dominant systems for the reation network that has a group ofonstants with omparable values (without relations � between them).� Construt dominant systems for reation networks with modular stru-ture. We assume that the ratio of any two rate onstants inside eahmodule be bounded and separated from zero, but the ratios between mod-ules form a well separated ensemble. We desribe all solvable modules suhthat it is possible to solve the kineti equation for every module in expliitanalytial (algebrai) form with quadratures.Now we have the omplete theory and the exhaustive onstrution of algo-rithms for linear reation networks with well separated rate onstants. Thereare several ways of using the developed theory and algorithms:1. For diret omputation of steady states and relaxation dynamis; this maybe useful for omplex systems beause of the simpliity of the algorithmand resulting formulas and beause often we do not know the rate on-stants for omplex networks, and kinetis that is ruled by orderings ratherthan by exat values of rate onstants may be very useful;2. For planning of experiments and mining the experimental data { the ob-servable kinetis is more sensitive to reations from the dominant network,and muh less sensitive to other reations, the relaxation spetrum of thedominant network is expliitly onneted with the orrespondent reationrate onstants, and the eigenvetors (\modes") are sensitive to the on-stant ordering, but not to exat values;3. The steady states and dynamis of the dominant system ould serve as arobust �rst approximation in perturbation theory or as a preonditioningin numerial methods.



The developed methods are omputationally heap, for example, the algo-rithm for onstrution of dominant system has linear omplexity (� number ofreations).The next step should be onstrution of dominant systems for nonlinear re-ation networks. The �rst idea here is the representation of a nonlinear reationas a pseudomonomoleular reation: if for reation A+ B ! ::: onentrationsA and B are well separated, say, A � B , then we an onsider this reationas B ! ::: with rate onstant dependent on A. The relative hange of A isslow, and we an onsider this reation as pseudomonomoleular until the rela-tion A � B hanges to A � B . We an assume that in the general ase onlyfor small fration of nonlinear reations the pseudomonomoleular approah isnot appliable, and this set of genuinely nonlinear reations hanges in time,but remains small. First steps of this researh program are done in the reentwork by Radulesu & Gorban & Zinovyev & Lilienbaum (2008).Finally, the onept of \limit simpli�ation" will be developed. For mul-tisale nonlinear reation networks the expeted dynamial behaviour is to beapproximated by the system of dominant networks. these networks may hangein time but remain small enough. This hypothetial piture should give an an-swer to a very pratial question: how to desribe kinetis beyond the standardquasi-steady-state and quasiequilibrium approximations. We guess that the an-swer has the following form: during almost all time almost everything ould besimpli�ed and the whole system behaves as a small one. But this piture is alsononstationary: this small system hange in time. Almost always \something isvery small and something is very big", but due to nonlinearity this ordering anhange in time. The whole system walks along small subsystems, and onstantsof these small subsystems hange in time under ontrol of the whole systemstate. The dynamis of this walk supplements the dynamis of individual smallsubsystems.The orresponding struture of fast{slow time separation in phase spaeis not neessarily a smooth slow invariant manifold, but may be similar to a\razy quilt" and may onsist of fragments of various dimensions that do notjoin smoothly or even ontinuously.ReferenesGorban A.N. & Radulesu O. (2008). Dynami and Stati Limitation in Mul-tisale Reation Networks, Revisited, Advanes in Chemial Engineering 34,103-173.Kruskal, M. D. (1963). Asymptotology, In: Mathematial Models in PhysialSienes, ed. by S. Dobrot, Prentie-Hall, New Jersey, Englewood Cli�s, 17{48.Kuo, J. C. & Wei, J. (1969). A lumping analysis in monomoleular reationsystems. Analysis of the approximately lumpable system. Ind. Eng. Chem.Fundam. 8, 124{133.Radulesu O. & Gorban A.N. & Zinovyev A. & Lilienbaum A. (2008) Robustsimpli�ations of multisale biohemial networks, BMC Systems Biology,2:86.


